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Abstract
We propose an approach to estimate the ef-
fect of multiple simultaneous interventions in
the presence of hidden confounders. To over-
come the problem of hidden confounding, we
consider the setting where we have access to
not only the observational data but also sets of
single-variable interventions in which each of
the treatment variables is intervened on sepa-
rately. We prove identifiability under the as-
sumption that the data is generated from a non-
linear continuous structural causal model with
additive Gaussian noise. In addition, we pro-
pose a simple parameter estimation method by
pooling all the data from different regimes and
jointly maximizing the combined likelihood.
We also conduct comprehensive experiments
to verify the identifiability result as well as
to compare the performance of our approach
against a baseline on both synthetic and real-
world data.
1 Motivation and Contribution
To adopt data-driven approaches in many scientific or
business domains, one often has to deal with causal infer-
ence problems where the causal effects of different treat-
ments are of interest. Estimating causal effects purely
from observational data, however, often requires strong
untestable assumptions. One such major assumption is
an absence of hidden confounders (unobserved common
causes) which is often violated in practice. For instance,
consider the problem of inferring the effect of medical
treatments from past observational data. It is difficult to
account for all confounders since we often do not know
precisely how the doctors prescribed the treatments in the
first place.
A gold standard method to overcome the issue of hid-
den confounding is to conduct a controlled experiment
in which the variables of interest are directly intervened
by the examiner, and thus all of the confounders are fully
observed by design or eliminated altogether (in the case
of randomized experiments). In the previous example,
one could conduct a randomized controlled trial where
the treatments are randomly assigned to the patients. By
doing so, all of the confounders are eliminated and treat-
ment effects can be estimated with standard statistical in-
ference methods.
In many real-world scenarios, however, we may not be
able to obtain experimental data due to feasibility issues
such as budget, time and ethical constraints. These
feasibility constraints are especially more prominent
when we consider the effect of joint interventions. One
such example is multiple gene knockout experiments
where we aim to estimate the effect of simultaneous
gene knockouts on a phenotype of interest. The number
of possible combinations of simultaneous knockouts
increases exponentially with the number of genes. Con-
ducting such a large number of knockout experiments
are, therefore, not practically feasible. The problem
is even more prominent when there are more than
two treatment levels per variable. In this case, using
causal models to predict joint interventional effects from
observational data is highly preferable. However, as
mentioned before, existing methods often assume the ab-
sence of hidden confounders for some pairs of variables,
or return uninformative results if such a condition is not
satisfied. To remove this strong assumption, we consider
a setting where, in addition to the observational data,
we have access to sets of single-variable interventional
data in which each treatment variable is intervened on
separately. We believe this is a practically reasonable
setting since the number of interventional experiments
needed only grows linearly with the number of treatment
variables.
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Example 1. To illustrate the setting of our problem,
we consider the following hypothetical example with two
treatment variables. A biologist seeks to predict a phe-
notypic response (Y ) to simultaneous perturbations of
genes X1 and X2, where all measurements are continu-
ous. Because of some practical constraints, the biologist
can only obtain data generated from single-gene pertur-
bation experiments in addition to the observational data.
In other words, the biologist is given observational data
where Y,X1, X2 are distributed according to the natu-
ral regime, and two sets of interventional data where X1
and X2, are being perturbed separately, at different lev-
els. The goal is to predict the effect of joint interventions
at combined levels of genes X1 and X2 on the pheno-
type Y . Figure 1 depicts a graphical representation of
this simplified example.
Contribution: In this work, we consider a problem of
learning joint interventional effects in the presence of
hidden confounders from a combination of observational
data and single-variable interventions. We first show
that, without any restrictions on the underlying structural
equations, the effect of joint interventions is not identifi-
able. However, by introducing some considerably weak
assumptions, namely additive noise models, the effect is
then identifiable. In addition, we introduce an inferential
algorithm to learn parameters of the proposed model by
pooling data across different regimes and jointly max-
imizing the combined likelihood. Our result provides
the means to dramatically reduce the number of interven-
tional experiments needed to estimate the effect of joint
interventions compared to a blackbox model.
2 Background & Related Work
2.1 Background
Structural Causal Models: Our work relies on the
structural causal model (SCM) framework described in
Pearl (2009); Peters et al. (2017). SCMs allow us to ex-
plicate causal assumptions by describing the data gen-
erating process not only in terms of probability distri-
butions but also its causal mechanisms through a set of
structural equations. Specifically, An SCM M is a 4-
tuple 〈X,U ,f , PU 〉, where
1. X represents endogenous variables.
2. U represents exogenous (“noise”) variables.
3. f is a set of structural equations, each of which
describing how the corresponding endogenous vari-
able causally depends on other variables, i.e. Xi =
fi(PAXi ,U i) (the set PAXi ∈ X\Xi are called
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Figure 1: An example with two treatment variables.
(a) the causal graph associated with the unintervened
SCM M. (b, c) the causal graphs associated with the
singly-intervened SCMs Mdo(X1), Mdo(X2). (d) the
causal graph associated with the jointly-intervened SCM
Mdo(X1,X2). We are given data from (a), (b), (c) and aim
to make predictions in (d).
parents or direct causes of Xi, and U i ∈ U are the
corresponding noise variables).
4. PU is a joint probability distribution over the noise
variables U .
An SCMM entails a joint distribution over the endoge-
nous variables denoted by PMX . If M is unaffected by
any intervention, we refer to the entailed distribution as
the observational distribution. An SCM also induces
a unique causal graph G. Each node in G represents
one of the endogenous variables, while edges denote the
causal mechanisms defined by the structural equations f .
Specifically, the directed edge is drawn from Xj to Xi if
Xj ∈ PAXi . Furthermore, if exogenous variables are not
jointly independent, a bi-directed edge will be drawn be-
tween the corresponding pairs of endogenous variables.
In other words, a bi-directed edge is drawn between Xi
and Xj if U i 6⊥ U j . These dependencies between ex-
ogenous variables indicate the presence of hidden con-
founders.
Perfect Intervention: A crucial property of SCMs is the
invariance of structural equations, that is, each structural
equation is unaffected by any changes made on other
structural equations. This property allows us to define
a mathematical operator for performing perfect interven-
tion called “do(·)” operator. Applying “do(Xi = x)”
operator on an SCMM results in a post-intervened SCM
Mdo(Xi=x) in which the original equation for Xi is re-
placed by the constant x. FromMdo(Xi), we can obtain
the entailed distribution P
Mdo(Xi)
X . This is referred to as
an interventional distribution.
2.2 Related Work
Identification of nonparametric SCMs: The identifi-
cation of causal effects under nonparametric structural
causal models has been extensively studied over the past
decades. In the nonparametric identification, the prob-
lem of identification asks whether the causal queries can
be uniquely computed from available data and a given
causal graph regardless of the underlying structural equa-
tions and the distribution of the noise variables. The
early work focused on identifying causal effects purely
from observational data (Pearl, 1995; Tian & Pearl, 2002;
Huang & Valtorta, 2008). Later on, Bareinboim & Pearl
(2012) extended the notion of identifiability to consider
not only observational data but also interventional data
called z-identifiability. Recently, more general identifi-
ability was introduced by Lee et al. (2019) in which a
necessary and sufficient graphical condition for identify-
ing causal effects from arbitrary combinations of obser-
vational and interventional distributions was provided.
Despite the great progress in nonparametric identifica-
tion over the past decade, causal effects in many real-
world settings are not identifiable under this framework
due to its reliance on independence constraints only. In
particular, we show in Section 4 that the effect of joint
interventions is not nonparametrically identifiable under
our problem setting.
Additive Noise Models: By imposing some restrictions
on the structural equations, one could obtain more pow-
erful identifiability results. One of the most commonly
used restrictions are the additive noise models (ANMs)
(Hoyer et al., 2009) which limit the form of the structural
equations to be additive with respect to the noise vari-
ables. Based on ANMs, Janzing et al. (2009) proposed a
method for inferring a latent confounder between two ob-
served random variables which is otherwise not possible
without these additional assumptions. Concerning the
task of learning causal structure, ANMs also permit us to
recover the underlying causal graph from observational
data beyond the Markov equivalence class (Spirtes et al.,
2000; Zhang & Hyva¨rinen, 2009; Mooij et al., 2011; Pe-
ters & Bu¨hlmann, 2013; Peters et al., 2014). Inspired by
the previous successes, our work relies on this model to
provide identifiability of joint interventional effects.
Effect Estimation in SCMs: Related to our problem,
Nandy et al. (2017) developed a method to estimate
the effect of joint interventions from observational data
when causal structure is not known, called joint-IDA
which is an extension of the IDA algorithm of Maathuis
et al. (2009). In IDA, the assumed causal structure is ob-
tained via a causal discovery algorithm that returns all
graphs in the Markov equivalence class. The algorithm
exploits properties of a linear SCM with Gaussian noise
to avoid the naı¨ve approach of enumerating all graphs in
the Markov equivalence class. Hidden confounders are
allowed in the extension by Malinsky & Spirtes (2016),
where the Markov equivalence class is less informative
and a reasonable degree of sparsity (in the observable
marginal distribution) is to be expected if nontrivial so-
lution sets are to be returned. Another closely related
work is the work of Hyttinen et al. (2012). They consid-
ered the problem of learning the structure and parameters
of linear cyclic SCMs, where they make use of interven-
tional data to remove the hidden confounding assump-
tion. However, their approach relies on the linearity as-
sumption which is a particularly strong restriction.
The goal of our work is broadly similar to that by Nandy
et al. (2017) and Hyttinen et al. (2012). However, we
drop the linearity assumption used in both of the works.
Besides, no sparsity is required for identification. The
price to be paid is our requirement for single-variable
interventions to be observed, which we believe is a
reasonable setting in important real-world applications.
This complements the literature on methods for sparse
Markov equivalence classes with purely observational
data.
3 Problem Setting
We now define the setting we consider in our work.
Let X = {X1, . . . , XK} be a set of treatment variables
and Y be an outcome variable. DenoteXk := {Xi}ki=1.
X and Y are assumed to be generated from an SCMM,
Y = fY (X
K , UY )
Xk = fk(X
k−1, Uk), for k = 1, . . . ,K, (1)
where U1, . . . , UY are the noise variables (note that we
do not assume the noise variables to be jointly indepen-
dent).
We are given i.i.d. samples from observational regime
Dobs ∼ PM(X,Y ). In addition, we are also given a
set of i.i.d. samples from single-variable interventional
regimes where we intervene on X1, . . . , XK separately,
i.e. Dint = {Dkint ∼ P
Mdo(Xk)
(X,Y ) }Kk=1.
The causal query of interest is the effect of joint interven-
tions in terms of the conditional expectation Q(M) =
E(Y | do(X1, . . . , XK)).
Figure 1 illustrates an example with two treatment vari-
ables.
4 Unidentifiability of Joint Nonlinear
Effects under Unconstrained SCMs
We will now show that, without additional assump-
tions on the form of structural equations, the joint in-
terventional effects are not identifiable. To illustrate the
unidentifiability, we consider the case where there are
two treatment variables. We will show that there ex-
ists a pair of SCMs M¨, M˜ such that they entail iden-
tical observational distribution (PM¨ = PM˜) as well
as identical single-variable interventional distributions
(PM¨do(X1) = PM˜do(X1) and PM¨do(X2) = PM˜do(X2) ),
but induce different joint interventional distributions (
PM¨do(X1,X2) 6= PM˜do(X1,X2) ).
Define SCMs M¨, M˜ as follows,
M¨ M˜
Y = X1 ∧X2 ∧ UY
X2 = X1 ∧ U2
X1 = U1
Y = X2 ∧ UY
X2 = X1 ∧ U2
X1 = U1
where UY = U2 = U1 ∼ Bernoulli(p).
Tables 1, 2, 3 show the joint probabilities in the obser-
vational and single-variable interventional regimes. The
two given SCMs yield identical observational distribu-
tions and identical single-variable interventional distri-
butions. However, they yield different joint interven-
tional distributions,
PM¨do(X1=0,X2=1)(y) =
{
1, if y = 0
0, otherwise
6= PM˜do(X1=0,X2=1)(y) =
p, if y = 11− p, if y = 0
0, otherwise
Hence, the join interventional effects are non-identifiable
under unconstrained SCMs.
5 Proposed Approach
The result in the previous section motivates us to con-
sider a restricted class of causal models, particularly ad-
ditive noise models. In additive noise models, we impose
an additional assumption on the structural equations, that
is, the noise variables (exogenous variables) affect the
observables (endogenous variables) in an additive way.
Considering our problem definition, we essentially re-
place (1) with
Y = fY (X
K) + UY
Xk = fk(X
k−1) + Uk, for k = 1, . . . ,K (2)
while the rest remain the same. Furthermore, the noise
distribution is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian:
(U1, . . . , UY ) ∼ N (0,Σ), where Σ is an arbitrary co-
variance matrix of size (K + 1)× (K + 1).
5.1 Main Assumptions
Our approach relies on the following main assumptions.
Table 1: Observational Distribution: P M¨, P M˜
P (X1, X2, Y ) Y = 0 Y = 1
X1, X2 = 0, 0 1− p 0
X1, X2 = 1, 0 0 0
X1, X2 = 0, 1 0 0
X1, X2 = 1, 1 0 p
Table 2: Interventional Distribution: PM¨do(X1) , P M˜do(X1)
do(X1 = 0)
P (X2, Y ) Y = 0 Y = 1
X2 = 0 1 0
X2 = 1 0 0
do(X1 = 1)
P (X2, Y ) Y = 0 Y = 1
X2 = 0 1− p 0
X2 = 1 0 p
Table 3: Interventional Distribution: PM¨do(X2) , P M˜do(X2)
do(X2 = 0)
P (X1, Y ) Y = 0 Y = 1
X1 = 0 1− p 0
X1 = 1 p 0
do(X2 = 1)
P (X1, Y ) Y = 0 Y = 1
X1 = 0 1− p 0
X1 = 1 0 p
1. (Additive noise) the underlying model is assumed
to be an additive noise model.
2. (Gaussian noise) the noise distribution is assumed
to be a zero-mean Gaussian with arbitrary covari-
ance matrix.
3. (Known causal structure) the underlying causal
structure is assumed to be given.
4. (Acyclicity) the underlying causal structure can be
represented by an acyclic directed mixed graph
(ADMG).
Assumptions 1 and 2 play a major role in providing
the identifiability of joint interventional effects. The
main implication of the additive Gaussian noise assump-
tions is that we can only consider continuous variables.
Nonetheless, we believe that the Gaussianity assumption
can be relaxed to some extent which may shed some
light on how to handle discrete variables. We leave this
for future work. Furthermore, we note that we assume
Assumption 3 for clarity of exposition where we focus
on the identifiability and estimation of the joint effects.
However, it is conceptually straightforward to obtain an
estimated causal structure in our setting as we have ac-
cess to the single-variable interventions for all treatment
variables (Eberhardt et al., 2006).
5.2 Model Identification
Our main theoretical result is the identification of the ef-
fect of joint interventions on all control variablesX from
a combination of observational data Dobs and single-
variable interventional dataDint.
Theorem 1 (Identifiability of joint nonlinear effects un-
der additive noise models)
Let MK = 〈{X, Y },U ,f , PU 〉 be an additive noise
SCM with K treatment variables,
Y = fY (X
K) + UY
Xk = fk(X
k−1) + Uk, for k = 1, . . . ,K
with PU ∼ N (0,Σ), where Σ is an arbitrary covari-
ance matrix and Xk := {Xi}ki=1. The causal query
Q(MK) = E[Y | do(X1, . . . , XK)] is identifiable from
a combination of the observational distribution PM
K
(X,Y )
and the set of single-variable interventional distributions
{PM
K
do(Xi)
(X,Y ) }Ki=1, for any integer K ≥ 2.
We prove the theorem by induction. In the base case, we
show that E[Y | do(X1, X2)] is identifiable. In the in-
ductive step, given that E[Y | do(X1, . . . , XK)] is iden-
tifiable, we show that E[Y | do(X1, . . . , XK+1)] is also
identifiable. A sketch of the proof for the base case is
provided below. Please refer to the supplementary mate-
rial for the full proof.
Proof sketch for the base case. The query of interest is
Q(M2) = E[Y |do(X1 = x1, X2 = x2)] = fY (x1, x2).
Due to unobserved confounders, the above query is not
identifiable solely from the observational distribution
PM
2
(X,Y ),
E[Y |X1 = x1, X2 = x2]
= fY (x1, x2)+E[UY |X1 = x1, X2 = x2].
However, if we are able to identify E[UY | X1 =
x1, X2 = x2], we would then be able to identify our
query of interest fY (x1, x2). We then need to show that
the expected noise E[UY | X1 = x1, X2 = x2] can
be uniquely computed from a combination of PM
2
(X,Y ),
P
M2do(X1)
(X,Y ) and P
M2do(X2)
(X,Y ) .
From the additive Gaussian noise assumptions, we have
E[UY |X1 = x1, X2 = x2] = ΣuyΣ−1ux ux, (3)
with ux = [x1 x2 − f2(x1)]>, Σuy = [σY 1 σY 2]
and Σux =
[
σ11 σ12
σ21 σ22
]
, where we define σij :=
Cov(Ui, Uj).
From Equation (3), the quantities that we need to show
the identifiability are f2, Σux and Σuy .
Identifying f2 and Σux
f2 can be trivially obtained from P
M2do(X1)
(X,Y ) ,
E[X2 | do(X1 = x1)] = f2(x1).
Since f2 is identified, we can then identify the joint dis-
tribution p(U1, U2) from PM
2
(X,Y ),
U2 = X2 − f2(X1)
U1 = X1
And thus, the covariance matrix Σux is identifiable.
Identifying σY 1 and σY 2
The idea is to identify these covariances by contrasting
the expected treatment responses in the different inter-
ventional regimes. We give the sketch for the identifi-
cation of σY 1 below (σY 2 can be obtained in a similar
fashion).
From the regime P
M2do(X1)
(X,Y ) , we have
E[Y | do(X1 = x1)] = E[fy(x1, f2(x1) + U2)] (4)
From the regime P
M2do(X2)
(X,Y ) , we have
E[Y |X1 = x1, do(X2 = x2)]
= fy(x1, x2)+E[UY |X1 = x1]
We can hypothetically choose x2 = f2(x1) + u2 and
treat the above solely as a mathematical expression that
can take a random variable as an input, in this case U2:
E[Y |X1 = x1, do(X2 = f2(x1) + U2)].
We then take its expectation with respect to the identifi-
able marginal p(U2). The left-hand side of the equation
below is also identifiable since f2 is and we observe all
single-variable interventions.
Ep(U2)[E[Y |X1 = x1, do(X2 = f2(x1) + U2)]]
= E[fy(x1, f2(x1) + U2)] + E[UY |X1 = x1].
(5)
Subtracting (4) from (5), we get
(5)− (4) = E[UY |X1 = x1] = E[UY | U1 = x1].
The covariance σY 1 can then be obtained fromE[UY |U1]
and P (U1).
5.3 Model Estimation
In this section, we propose a joint modelling approach to
learn the parameters of the additive noise causal mod-
els from a combination of observational and interven-
tional data. In particular, we define a likelihood for
each data point according to its corresponding regime
and then maximize the combined likelihood in which the
model parameters are shared across different regimes and
jointly optimized.
To define the combined likelihood, we first rewrite (2)
using vector notation where we define XY := Y for no-
tational convenience.
X = f(X) +U
whereX =
X1...
XY
, f(X) =
f1(PAX1)...
fY (PAY )
, and
U =
U1...
UY
.
By the change of variables, the distribution of the en-
dogenous variables can be expressed in terms of the dis-
tribution of the noise variables as,
pX(x) = pU (x− f(x))|det(I −∆f(x))|
where I denotes the identity mapping and ∆f(x) de-
notes a Jacobian of f evaluated at x. Since we as-
sume that the underlying SCM is acyclic, the term
|det(I −∆f(x))| is equal to 1. We can then define the
likelihood of each data point according to its correspond-
ing regime as follows.
Likelihood
We are given an i.i.d sample of size N0 from the ob-
servational regime denoted by Dobs = { 0x(n)}N0n=1 and
a set of K i.i.d samples of size {N1, . . . , NK}. Each
of which is generated from the interventional regime
where the treatment Xk is being intervened denoted by
Dint = {Dkint = { kx(n)}Nkn=1}Kk=1. In addition, we pa-
rameterize functions f with θ, denoted by f(·;θ).
The likelihood under each data point in Dobs is defined
as,
L0(θ,Σ0;
0
x(n)) = p0U (
0
x(n) − f( 0x(n);θ); Σ0)
where p0U ∼ N (0,Σ0), and Σ0 is a covariance matrix of
size (K + 1)× (K + 1).
As for the interventional regime, the intervened variable
Xk is replaced by a constant, and thus the likelihood re-
duces to the joint probability of all other variablesX\Xk
given the parameters.
Define kx(n)−k :=
k
x(n)\ kx(n)k ,U−k := U\Uk,f(·)−k :=
f(·)\fk(·). The likelihood for each data point in Dkint
can be defined as,
Lk(θ,Σk;
k
x(n)) = pkU−k(
k
x
(n)
−k − f−k( kx(n);θ); Σk)
where pkU−k = N (0,Σk), and Σk is a covariance matrix
of size K ×K.
We can then define the combined log-likelihood as,
`(θ,Σ;Dobs,Dint) =
K∑
k=0
Nk∑
n=1
logLk(θ,Σk;
k
x(n))
(6)
The maximum likelihood estimators for θ and Σ can be
obtained by maximizing the combined log-likelihood. To
do so, we can alternately solve for θ and Σ as follows.
Solving for θ: Fixing the covariance matrices {Σ}, the
combined log-likelihood (6) can be maximized by stan-
dard iterative methods. The choice of optimization al-
gorithm can be chosen based the choice of the functions
f . For instance, if we represent f by deep neural net-
works, we may consider commonly used gradient-based
optimization algorithms such as Adam (Kingma & Ba,
2014) or Adagrad (Duchi et al., 2011).
Solving for Σ: Fixing the functions f , all the K + 1
terms of the outer summation in (6) are disjoint and can
thus be optimized separately. For each k, the problem
boils down to an estimation of a multivariate normal co-
variance matrix for which the closed form solution can
be obtained (the maximum likelihood estimate of the co-
variance Σk is essentially the sample covariance matrix).
6 Experiments
In this section, we conduct multiple experiments to em-
pirically illustrate the identifiability result, and the dan-
gers of not properly modeling the likelihood function as a
combination of different regimes. Furthermore, we com-
pare the performance of our approach against a baseline
approach on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
6.1 Baseline
Given observational dataDobs and sets of single-variable
interventional data Dint, a straightforward approach for
estimating the effect of joint interventions is to pool all
the data together Dpool = {Dobs,Dint} and directly fit
a regression model on Dpool to estimate E[Y |PAY ]. We
denote this approach as REG which is considered as our
baseline throughout the experiments 1. Even though the
1We did consider another baseline where the regime indi-
cators are used in the regression models. The results are con-
baseline and our approach (denoted by ANM) utilize the
same datasets, the main difference is that the baseline
does not take into account the full causal structure (it par-
tially uses the causal structure by considering only the
direct causes of the outcome in the regression model),
whereas our approach does exploit the full causal struc-
ture which is crucial in obtaining consistent estimates of
the joint effects as we will see in the experimental results.
6.2 Illustrative Synthetic Experiment
In this subsection, we illustrate our identifiability result
on simulated data. Observational and interventional data
are simulated according to a pre-defined SCM with cor-
related exogenous variables. We then compare the pa-
rameter estimates from our approach and the baseline on
those simulated data. In particular, we empirically il-
lustrate that our estimator is consistent. By using non-
regularized polynomials in our function class, experi-
ments will also empirically illustrate unbiasedness prop-
erties of our estimator even under a nonconvex optimiza-
tion formulation.
6.2.1 Data Generating Process
In the synthetic experiment, we consider the case where
the number of treatments K = 3. The data generating
process is an additive noise SCM,
Y = fY (X1, X2, X3;θy) + UY
X3 = f3(X1, X2;θ3) + U3
X2 = f2(X1;θ2) + U2
X1 = U1
where (U1, U2, U3, UY ) ∼ N (0,Σu).
We examine both linear and non-linear structural equa-
tions f in our experiments. Specifically, the nonlinear
functions considered are polynomials with second-order
interactions in addition to the main effects. The same
functional forms are also used in the baseline when fit-
ting the direct regression models.
6.2.2 Assessing Consistency and Unbiasedness
We fix a simulated SCM with pre-defined parameters and
evaluate consistency of our estimator by comparing the
fitted values and the ground truth values of both parame-
ter estimates and the predicted joint effects as the sample
size increases (nsample = 100, 400, 1600, 6400, 25600).
For parameter estimates, we compute the absolute differ-
ences and average among all the parameters. For the pre-
sistently worse than REG approach; therefore we decided not
to include the results in the main paper. Please see the supple-
mentary material for further details.
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Figure 2: MAE of the predicted joint effect (left) and the
parameter estimates (right) as the sample size increases.
The solid lines represent the mean absolute error aver-
aged over 50 Monte Carlo experiments and the filled re-
gions depict its 95% confidence interval (note that both
vertical and horizontal axes are in logarithmic scale).
dicted joint effects, we evaluate the mean absolute error
(MAE) on 100000 uniform random joint intervention test
points. We perform 50 simulations for each sample size.
In each simulation, the observational data of size nsample
is generated from the specified SCM. Furthermore, the
intervention points do(Xk = xk) are randomly chosen
according to the marginal distributions P (Xk). The sets
of K single-variable interventional data are then gener-
ated from the intervened SCMs, each of which has the
size of nsample. Figure 2 depicts the consistency result.
For ANM, the errors both in terms of the predicted joint ef-
fect and the parameter estimates decrease and approach
to zero as the sample size increase which indicates the
consistency of our estimator. On the other hand, REG
clearly suffers from the bias.
In addition to the consistency, we also empirically il-
lustrate that our estimator can be unbiased2 by compar-
ing the sampling distributions of the parameter estimates
with the ground truth values for a fixed a sample size
(nsample = 1600). The sampling distributions are sim-
ply obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 3 shows
the sampling distributions of the parameter estimates. In
short, we can see that our model (ANM) produces unbi-
ased estimates of the model parameters, whereas the pa-
rameter estimates obtained from the baseline (REG) are
considerably biased regardless of sample size.
2This will not happen in general if regularization is used.
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Figure 3: Sampling distributions of the parameter esti-
mates. Each parameter is coloured differently. The dot
lines represent the ground truth parameter values.
6.3 Semi-Synthetic Experiment
We further evaluate our proposed approach on data mo-
tivated by a real-world generative process. In order to
have access to ground-truth, we create a semi-synthetic
dataset by constructing a realistic data generating pro-
cess (i.e. an SCM) from a dataset designed using expert
knowledge, and use the learnt SCM to generate plausible
training and test data according to a best fit to an additive
Gaussian error model.
6.3.1 Dataset and Setting
We base our semi-synthetic experiment on a gene ex-
pression dataset from the DREAM4 challenge (Marbach
et al., 2010, 2009; Prill et al., 2010). The DREAM4
dataset consists of several gene regulation networks each
of which are accompanied by wild-type, timeseries,
knockout, knockdown and multifactorial perturbations
data, along with the gold-standard causal structure. In
our experiment, we adopt one of the networks with
10 variables along with its corresponding multifactorial
perturbations data. The multifactorial perturbations are
steady-state levels obtained after applying multifactorial
perturbations which can be seen as gene expression pro-
files from different patients, i.e. observational data.
The multifactorial perturbations data is then used to learn
an underlying SCM based on the gold standard causal
structure. The underlying SCM is an additive noise
model with the nonlinear functional form described in
the previous experiment. All the variables are standard-
ized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the stan-
dard deviation. To simulate a confounding effect, we put
a constraint on the correlation between the noise vari-
ables where the correlation matrix is randomly gener-
ated. Furthermore, as the gold standard causal structure
may have cycles, we employ a heuristic algorithm pro-
posed by Eades et al. (1993) to search for a minimal feed-
back arc set and remove them from the graph to obtain
a DAG. Having obtained the underlying SCM, we then
generate training data from the learnt SCM where we de-
fine the outcome variable as the last node according to
the topological ordering and all other nodes as treatment
variables (the number of treatment variables K = 9).
Observational data and single-variable interventions are
generated in the same way as described in Section 6.2.
6.3.2 Comparing the performance of the models
We compare the performance of our model against
the baseline as we vary the size of observational
and single-variable interventional data (nsample =
100, 400, 1600, 6400). The performance of two models
are evaluated by how well they predict the effect of joint
interventions on various test points. We generate a large
number of uniform random joint intervention test points
(ntest = 100000) and compute two evaluation metrics,
MAE and Spearman’s Rank correlation between the pre-
dicted joint interventional effects and the ground truth
values. We consider Spearman’s Rank correlation in ad-
dition to MAE because, in many applications, we are
interested in the ranking of the predicted interventional
effects rather the actual predicted values. Figure 4(a)
presents the results. Our approach (ANM) clearly outper-
forms the baseline (REG) in both metrics. Moreover, for
a large enough sample size, the performance of ANM is
almost on a par with the oracle’s performance.
6.3.3 Assessing the effect of unobserved
confounding
We now investigate the impact of the unobserved con-
founders on our model and the baseline. We fix the num-
ber of sample nsample = 1600 and vary the confound-
ing levels of the underlying SCM by varying the mag-
nitude of the correlation coefficients of the noise vari-
ables. Specifically, we limit the size of the non-diagonal
entries in the correlation matrix by a constant c (i.e.
|corr(Ui, Uj)| ≤ c for all i 6= j). We consider four con-
founding levels c = 0.1, 0.35, 0.65, 0.8. Figure 4(b) de-
picts the impact of the unobserved confounding on both
models. Observe that when the confounding level is low,
the performance of ANM and REG are relatively the same
as expected. However, the performance of REG deteri-
orate drastically as we increase the confounding levels,
whereas the one of ANM remain unaffected by the change
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Figure 4: MAE and Spearman’s Correlation (a) as the sample size increases (b) as the confounding level increases.
The solid lines represent the metric values, and the filled regions depict its 95% confidence interval obtained from
50 bootstrap samples. The straight green lines represent the best possible values obtained when the ground-truth
parameters are used in the model.
in the confounding levels. This demonstrates that our ap-
proach is able to disentangle the confounding effects.
6.3.4 Examining the uncertainty of the causal
predictions
In the last experiment, we examine the prediction uncer-
tainty of our proposed model. We select 10 uniform ran-
dom joint intervention test points and rank them accord-
ing to the probability of being generated from the obser-
vational distribution. In particular, we estimate the prob-
ability density function of the observed variables using
kernel density estimation with a Gaussian kernel. The
test points are then evaluated on the estimated density
and get ranked accordingly. For each test point, we esti-
mate prediction intervals of the joint effects based on 50
bootstrap samples. Figure 5 shows the prediction inter-
vals on the selected test points. We can see from the plots
that our model is able to produce reasonable uncertainty
estimates. In particular, the predictive uncertainties for
the rare test points (high density rank) are consistently
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Figure 5: Prediction intervals of the ANM model. Each
data point represents one test point where the x axis is
the ranking of how likely that point is generated from
the observational distribution (1:very likely, 10:very un-
likely).
higher than the common test points (low density rank).
Furthermore, as we expected, the prediction intervals are
tighter as we increase the sample size.
7 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed an approach to combine
single-variable interventions for learning the effect of
joint interventions. Our approach relies on relatively
weak assumptions compared to existing methods and,
most importantly, does not assume the absence of hid-
den confounders.
In future work, we plan to tackle the setting where we
may observe context variables (covariates) in addition
to the treatment variables. In this setting, we are often
interested in learning interventional effects conditioned
on the covariates which can be high-dimensional. We
hypothesize that methods for estimating heterogeneous
treatment effects (Wager & Athey, 2018; Nie & Wager,
2017; Chernozhukov et al., 2018) can be integrated with
our approach.
Furthermore, we believe that this line of work could play
significant roles in improving exploration in reinforce-
ment learning/bandits. Our work provides a principled
way to predict unseen interventions by exploiting causal
structure, which in turn reduce the number of actual in-
terventions needed in exploring the action space. How
to effectively incorporate our approach in reinforcement
learning/bandits is a promising future research direction.
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